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The world celebrated the World Radio Day on the thirteenth of February, which 

has been adopted by UNESCO since 2011. 

Radio is known as an effective tool for celebrating human life in all its diversity, 

and it remains the most widely used media in the world. As the radio has this 

unique ability to reach a very large number of people, it allows everyone to obtain 

news and information, and allows them to express their opinions, represent them 

and listen to them by providing a variety of programs, viewpoints and contents. 

Here, it is necessary to address dimzi hifash )the voice of the Eritrean masses(, 

which was one of our most important tools in the independence struggle ,it allowed 

us to confront the falsity of Ethiopian colonialism, revealing the facts and keeping 

abreast of the political and military developments of the revolution. it also worked 

to link early to the Eritrean people wherever they were and enabled them to follow 



situations in The field and political and media activities, it deserved The title of that 

voice that embodies the truth to the point of adopting and believing everything 

received from it, not by the parties searching for the truth of what is happening in 

the Eritrean arena, but even by the enemies who questioned the credibility of what 

was transmitted by their media outlets ,and their misleading trumpets, so it was one 

of the  keyfactors in the victory achieved by Eritrea. 

it was the first to preach the liberation so that the masses would rejoice at one 

moment inside the homeland and in all parts of the world with the liberation of the 

whole of Eritrean soil. 

  After the liberation, its role doubled and it assumed the responsibility of insuring 

national unity, calling for solidarity to implement reconstruction programs and the 

campaign of comprehensive reconstruction and development in all parts of our 

beloved country. 

Greetings to the staff  of Dimzi  Hifash as they continue their efforts and in various 

languages, with our praise for all the tremendous efforts that all the staff, including 

those in administration, broadcasters, engineers and technicians. 

We express appreciation and admiration for their continuous efforts to adapt to new 

technologies in order to maintain it as the medium that everyone can listen to 

wherever they are. 

And by developing the engineering and technical capabilities to upgrade the 

performance that keeps pace with modern technology, by absorbing the capabilities 

of youth. 

The radio is still gaining more listeners, especially in the flow of information, 

despite the spread of modern media (from Social Media, Twitter, etc.). Greetings 



and appreciation to dimzi hifash) the voice of the masses( and the workers, with our 

wishes for them more successes and creativity. 

 

 


